Where to Find

NIE Education Research

**Academic Publications**

- **NIE Digital Repository**
  
  repository.nie.edu.sg
  
  Platform for archival of NIE, staff and students’ publications.

- **NIE Library’s One-Stop Search**
  
  libris.nie.edu.sg
  
  Platform that searches across AV, print and digital resources.

- **NIE Data Repository**
  
  researchdata.nie.edu.sg
  
  Platform for archival of final research data related to staff and students’ publications.

**Research Projects**

- **NIE Research Project Search**
  
  www.nie.edu.sg/research/projects
  
  Search engine for on-going and past projects from all grant sources.

- **NIE Education Research Funding Programme (ERFP) Project List**
  
  portal.nie.edu.sg
  
  Spreadsheet of over 350 ERFP projects.*

  *To download the spreadsheet:
  1. Log onto the NIE staff portal.
  2. Navigate to the ERFP page (shortcut: search for ‘erfp’).
  3. Under “D. Information and Resources for Prospective Grant Applicants”, find “List of ERFP Approved Projects”.

**Practice and Policy Resources**

- **An e-magazine that puts research within the reach of Singapore teachers to inform practice by bringing together the best of classroom practice and current research in education.**

- **A series of education research discussions and issues as seen in the Singapore context targeted at policymakers, educators and the public.**

- **A one-stop classroom resource depository featuring a wide range of resources for teachers derived from NIE research.**
  
  www.nie.edu.sg/knowledgebank

- **Syntheses of key NIE/OER research projects to inform education policy, programme design and practice in Singapore.**

**TIP**

Doing a literature review? Check out NIE Working Paper Series or Local Evidence Syntheses for syntheses.

To search across issues, access NIE Digital Repository.

This guide to institutional resources was prepared by Knowledge Mobilisation Unit and Research Engagement and Publications Unit, Office of Education Research (OER), with inputs from LIBRIS. For questions or feedback on this guide, please email oerkmob@nie.edu.sg. Information as of June 2019.